
Subject: FW: Dirt galore;
Date: Tue, 2 Apr 2002 06:50:33 -0800

From: Ernie Crist <CristE@dnv.org>
To: "FONVCA (E-mail)" <fonvca@fonvca.org>

>  -----Original Message-----
> From:         Ernie Crist  
> Sent: Monday, April 01, 2002 10:31 PM
> To:   Richard Zerr; Gord Howie
> Cc:   Mayor and Council - DNV
> Subject:      Dirt galore;
> 
> Mr. Zerr;
> 
> Today Monday Apr. 1,  excavation and construction proceeded on Lynn Valley
> Road and Fromme Road adjacent to  27th and Lynn Valley Road. Large trucks
> were coming and going and huge amounts of dirt were deposited by the
> trucks as they were leaving the site.
> 
> The dirt was all over the area. A man was on the site who apparently had
> been given instructions to keep the  road clean but I am still not sure as
> to what his instructions were. He said that he could not control the
> situation since it was "too much". 
> 
> I phoned Bylaws twice and left a message. I also called the RCMP and left
> a message to be passed on to  Bylaws this was at 9.30 in the morning.  
> 
> Claude from Bylaws phoned back and talked to my wife since I was out of
> the house by that time. In the afternoon I phoned bylaws back and got the
> following information  from Claude. Convinced that the situation was very
> bad he took pictures and  closed the site for a period of time but I do
> not know the details. The road was subsequently cleaned up but not really
> satisfactorily since by that time the dirt and the dust was  all over the
> area. 
> 
> This brings me to the point.
> 
> As far as I can recall when this issue was discussed in Council you
> assured Council that until the necessary bylaw was in effect staff would
> insure that  trucks and equipment leaving construction sites would be
> hosed down.  
> 
> Certainly this has not happened today. I would appreciate clarification. 
> 
> On a related issue it is also my understanding that more then a year ago
> a motion was passed by Council that bylaws would be moved back to the
> Hall. I have never heard any more about this l matter. I would appreciate
> clarification in this matter as well.
> 
> On a different subject I am still waiting for a response to my enquiry
> made more then a month ago re the Myrtle Park issue. Here too  I would
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> appreciate an answer.
> 
> Thank you, 
> 
> Ernie Crist, 
> 
>  
> 
>   
> 
>  
> 
> 
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